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Plan of the talk

1. Calabi-Yau compactifications and quantum corrected 

hypermultiplet moduli space

2. Twistorial description of D-instanton corrections

3. D3-instantons: contact potential 

• relation to BPS partition function and elliptic genus

• modularity and mock modularity

4.  D3-instantons: Darboux coordinates on twistor space

• modularity and indefinite theta functions
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of almost

complex structures

Connection on the          bundle

su(2)-part of 

the Levi-Civita connection

Holonomy groupQK

● holomorphic contact structure

● integrable complex structure

Twistor space carries:

holomorphic 
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Darboux 
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The metric can be encoded 

in Darboux coordinates as 

functions of      and
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axio-dilaton Kähler moduli

B-field and RR-moduli (axions)

One needs to realize (to lift) S-duality in the twistor space.

Two important issues

mirror map

● Type IIA fields Type IIB fields

●

Classically known [Bohm,Gunther,Hermann,Louis ’99],

but quantum corrections induce corrections to the mirror map

General formalism to find it [S.A.,Pioline ’12,  S.A.,Banerjee ’13]
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On         fiber:

All isometries of       can be lifted to holomorphic isometries on twistor space

which are realized as contact transformations.

Classical twistor space

Holomorphic representation of SL(2,Z)

contact transformation

One can use instead:

Quantum corrections 

should be consistent with 

this action up to a local 

contact transformation

proven for a'-corrections and

D1-D(-1) instantons

S.A.,Saueressig ‘09
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Approximation

● Evaluate        in terms of type IIB fields 

● Apply S-duality

Way to proceed:

● D3-instantons: 

● 2-instanton approx.:

Approximation

● large volume limit

S.A.,Pioline ’12,  S.A.,Banerjee ’13

Quantum mirror map

D-brane charges of the form

second order in DT invariants

can be found from

requires
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Modular covariant derivative
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Boltzmann 

factor

couplings to 

axions

Expand in terms of MSW invariants

the right modular behavior of 

the contact potential in 

the 1-instanton (MSW) approx.

elliptic genus of MSW SCFT

Jacobi form of weight

generating func. of MSW invariants  ─ vector

valued modular form of weight

Seigel-Narain theta series ─ vector valued

modular form of weight

BPS partition function
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2-instanton contribution

The full 2-instanton result
double theta 

series

There seems to be a clash between modular symmetry of        and 

● There exists a modular completion of weight

● is a mock Jacobi form

Results of Manschot ‘09
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Resolution of the problem

Proposal: when the divisor given by      is reducible,

transforms as a mock modular form

with the modular completion given by

transforms as a modular form of the right weight

ensuring the right behavior of the contact potential

in the 2-instanton approximation 
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Mock modularity

● consistent with some results for non-compact CYs 

● can be thought as a result of the continuum of states in the spectrum

● the elliptic genus                             has a modular anomaly 

and is completed by 

● transforms as a mixed vector valued mock modular form 

holomorphic anomaly

heat-type differential 

operator

particular case
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Darboux coordinates

Darboux coordinates are analyzed in the limit kept constantwith

All of them can be expressed in terms of two functions:        and 

Darboux coordinates transform according to the classical law

provided  transforms as modular form of weight           

modular anomaly

But this is not true even at one instanton level!
shadow

represented as 

a period integral
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Indefinite theta series

quadratic form of 

signature

All terms in the anomaly canceling Hamiltonian are indefinite theta series

analogue of 

Zwegers theta series

generalization to 

signature

convergence theorem

modular completion 

(generalized error 

functions)

─ vector belonging to the boundary 

of the Kähler cone:

Both convergence and modularity are insured by

─ linear functions in        and

constructed from      and
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Conclusions
Main results:

● The elliptic genus for a reducible divisor of CY is mock modular with 

the modular completion resulting from

● Relation between the contact potential of the twistor formalism and 

(the modular completion of) the BPS partition function

● Modularity of Darboux coordinates
● Anomaly cancellation by indefinite theta functions

● New modular forms from (double) integrals on the twistor space

● Instanton corrected mirror map

Some open questions:

● Derivation of          from CFT

● Extension beyond our approximation (large volume & 2-instanton)

● Consequences for the counting of states of BPS black holes

● The nature of the light-like vector 


